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A high Q R-L-C series resonant circuit has been analyzed with the consideration of using
high T, superconductor (HTS) technology. With HTS techniques, a very high Q circuit can be
achieved; consequently special aspects such as high voltage generation can be practically
realized. Theoretical study has been carried out, as well as a prototype device has been made for
the experimental verification. This paper will describe this high voltage generation method with
theoretical analysis of the prototype device.
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and the maximum build-up voltage is related with
the R-C-L resonant circuit Q value by

For using a DC power supply with an electronic
switch to reverse the polarity, the maximum voltage
VCmax can be expressed as

F(t) = (4VBht)[sinmt + (l/3)sin3mt + (l/5)sin5mt + ...J
(3)

The generator only resonates on the first harmonic
with amplitude of 4VBht. Therefore

(4)

(1)

(2)

V Cmax = QV p

where VB' is the effective voltage of the low voltage
power source. If the switching controller used has
rectangular switching wave form with low voltage
source polarity switching frequency f, the build-up
voltage wave form F(t) can be expressed by Fourier
senes as

resonant circuit with a DC power supply as shown in
Fig. 1, is related to the circuit quality factor Q. The
quality factor of a resonant circuit is Q = rooL/R,
sometimes called the magnification factor, and roo =

[(1/LC)-(R2/4L2)]1/2 is the resonant frequency in rad
S-I. The potential difference across the capacitor at
resonance is Q times as great as the applied emf Vp

(rms). For a sinusoidal power supply, the voltage
across the capacitor VCmax at resonance is given by

2. Operational Theory

2.1 Q value and voltage feature ofa resonant circuit

The build-up voltage in a resistive R-C-L series

1. Introduction

A resistor R - capacitor C - inductor L series
resonant circuit has been explored with regard to its
voltage aspects of using a high T, superconductor
(HTS) [1]-[2]. The relation of the circuit quality
factor Q and its voltage aspects have been studied,
and formed a method of high voltage generation.
Then a method to generate high voltage from a low
voltage source has been explored. This high voltage
generator using the resonant circuit mainly consists
of an inductor, a capacitor, a DC battery source, and
an electronic switch. As a fundamental principle, the
resonant circuit generates the voltage which is
proportional to the circuit Q value. As a basic
principle of operational approach, a low voltage DC
power source can be used and its polarity is reversed
at a certain frequency and this control is achieved
with an electronic switch. Resistance in the circuit
will limit the Q value and therefore voltages that can
be achieved in practice; however HTS technology
can dramatically reduce the resistance and present a
very high Q value. Both theoretical analysis and
practical device operation principle will be presented
in this paper with the advantages of using a high Q
circuit made with HTS Bi-2223/Ag multifilament
WIres.

Correspondence: J. X. Jin, Center of Applied Super
conductivity and Electrical Engineering, University of
Electronic Science and Technology of China, ChengDu,
China 610054, email: jxjin@uestc.edu.cn.

(5)

Reducing the R-C-L resonant circuit resistance is
achieved by introducing the superconducting
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Er; the circuit Q value then will be
; tically increased, therefore leading to a very

voltage across the capacitor.

SCR BRIDGE CIRCUIT
AS USED IN HUGEN

(10)

If at this point of time the battery is disconnected,
and then reconnected in the opposite polarity for the
next half cycle, then the initial capacitor voltage Veo
is changed to Veo-new, and is given by

(6)

(11 )

= -(Yeo + 4VB)

Vdt) = -[-(Yeo + 2VB) + (-VB)](- I ) + (-VB)
(12)

where n is the iteration number, and Vco is the initial
capacitor voltage.

This is the build-up voltage for an ideal non-resistive
circuit. Therefore the positive and negative peak
voltages can be described by (14). Consequently in a
resistance-less circuit, the voltage across the
capacitor C after n cycles will be

Vdn) = (-lr1 (Veo + 2nVB) (14)

Ve(t) = (Veo + 6V B); -(Veo + 8VB); (Veo + lOVB);
... etc (13)

If the battery polarity is reversed every half cycle
thereafter then

Veo-new = -Ve(t) = -(Vco + 2VB)

Half a cycle later, Ve(t) = Ve(2n/co) becomes

Fig. 1. The resonant circuit with an electronic switch

L
21 Resistance-less circuit

In a R-C-L resonant circuit as shown in Fig. 1,
llben switches s1 and s4 is tum on, the
iiIIlstantaneous current i(t) and capacitor voltage Ve(t)
IDIutions respectively are

. -Rtll(Veo + Vs)sinmt l

J
l(t) =e 2L

mL

I =-~~( R )l
Vc(t) =(Veo + VB) ll- e 2L cosz» t+ 2LO)sinz» t J- Veo

(7)

where R < 2(L/C)1/2, Vco is the initial capacitor
voltage. Both equations describe decaying sinusoids,
with Vc(t) approaching a steady state value of VB,
and i(t) approaching a steady state value of zero.

Now in a circuit using a superconducting inductor
and no separate resistor, then R will become very
small. If R = °n, then (6) and (7) can be simplified
to

. (Veo+VB)sinmt
l(t) = mL

Ve(t) =-(Yeo + Vs)cosmt+ VB

(8)

(9)

2.3 Practical resistive circuit

From (6), when t = tdt»; i = 0, if the electronic
bridge in Fig. I changes DC source polarity, the
capacitor voltage is given by

Vel = (Veo+VB)(1+e-Rrr/2Lro)-Veo (15)

After the polarity is changed n times, the capacitor
voltage becomes

Ven = (Ven-1+VB)(1 +e-Rrr/2Lro)_VCn-I (16)

If Veo = 0, then

VCI=VB(1 +e-Rrr/2Lro)

VC2=(VC\+VB)(1 +e-Rrr/2Lro)_Vci
=V B(1 +2e-Rrr/2Lro+e-2Rrr/2Lro)

where co = (LC)-1/2 rad S-I. These two equations

describe constant magnitude sinusoids, with the
average values of i(t) and Ve(t) being zero and VB
respectively.

When switch S in Fig. I is closed, Ve(t) = Ve(O) =
-Vco. One half a resonant cycle later, this voltage
will have increased to

VCn=(VCn-I+VB)(1 +e-Rrr/2Lro)_Ven~1
=VB(1+2e-Rrr/2Lro+2e-2Rrr/2LOl...+2e-(n-IJRrr/2LOl+e-nRrr/2LOl)

n-l

=VB(1+e-nR7tl2Lj+2VB Le- iR
1l'12 L m (17)

i=1

Assuming that the electronic bridge changes the
power supply polarity at t = nn/ro, after the polarity
is changed n times, the build-up voltage Ven is
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Fig. 3. The practical device principle circuit
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4. Discussion

As above analysis, with a HTS the resonant circuit
can be developed to be a method of generating high
voltage from a low voltage source. This method can
achieve high voltages by using a high Q circuit and
with the appropriate choice of circuit components, as
an example shown in Fig. 4. By limiting the number
of iterations or by employing voltage sensing, it is
possible to generate a pre-determined set voltage.

Practically, any circuit resistance causes energy
dissipation, and for each reversal of the DC source
polarity the corresponding increase in voltage is less
than 2VB, and the magnitude of the voltage increase
gets smaller with each iteration. Any resistance in
the circuit limits the final achievable voltage. The
circuit resistance is mainly caused by the inductor as
well as the DC source, electronic switches, wires
and connections. In practice the final voltage across
the capacitor would reach a finite maximum value.
This occurs as a result of the voltage increase per
cycle being balanced by the same magnitude voltage
loss per cycle due to leakage effects.

In a series resonant circuit with a power supply V
V

. p
= mSlllrot, the resonant frequency is given by We, =

[(LC)'l - (R/2L)2]1/2. To reduce the circuit resistance

(20)
2VB

VCmax = VB+ Jr/2Q
e -1

3. Practical Operation Theory

A low voltage DC source is readily used as the
power supply, and a practical resonant device central
circuit comprises an electronic bridge which applies
and periodically reverses the DC source polarity to
the circuit, e.g. a bridge of four silicon controlled
rectifiers (SCRs) connected as shown in Fig. 1. This
is accomplished by a control circuit triggering the
alternate pairs of SCRs at a selected rate.

If the initial state of the bridge circuit in Fig. 1 is:
SCRs off; C discharged; no current flowing, then if
S1 and S4 are both triggered, battery voltage VB is
applied to the series resonant circuit comprising L
and C. If the trigger pulse is maintained until the
SCR latching current is reached and ignoring any
losses, a current will rise sinusoidally to a maximum
and down to zero whereupon the SCRs will cease
conducting due to load commutation. The length of
this charge pulse is one half of the natural resonant
period of the C-L circuit. The voltage left on C will
be twice the battery voltage VB. Now if at a later
time S2 and S3 are triggered the battery voltage will
be placed in series with the voltage left on C and this
cycle will again add twice the battery voltage to C
but with opposite sign, thus: 2V B, -4VB, 6VB, -8VB,

1OVB, etc., will be the sequence of voltages
produced across the capacitor. Consequently
repeated cycles will raise the absolute voltage of C
until losses in the resonant circuit cause a voltage
plateau to be reached in a practical resistive circuit.
Now if the period between SCR switching is
enlarged (lower cycle repetition rate) the slow
voltage loss in C between charge sinusoids will
cause the voltage left on C to be stabilized at lower
levels. This gives some means of voltage control,
although if the Q is changed while the system is
running, the voltages and currents will change as a
result. Fig. 2 shows a graph illustrating the voltage
build up and the principle of operation; and Fig. 3
shows the practically designed device circuit frame.

(18)

e-RJr/2LW -(n-l)RJr/2Lw
V = V (l + e-nRJr/2LW) + 2V - e 200.00

Cn B B 1_e-RJr/2Lw

When n ~ oc,VCn ~ VCmaxs therefore

Vemax = limVen =VB(l+ R"/2~W 1) (19)
n->= e-

From (19), when R ~ 0, VCmax~ oc , When R ~ oc,

VCmax ~ VB. Since Q = mL/R, therefore (19) can be
expressed as
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Fig. 4. A Vc(t) peak curve for a sample circuit with
R = 0.05 Q, C = 20 /IF and L = 20 mH
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discharge testing and pressure testing of electrical
insulation systems, etc, which do not require low
impedance loads to be driven.

A resonant circuit with a power electronic
controller has been verified with theoretical and
practical operation analysis, which enables voltages
to be increased rapidly to a value many times greater
than the input low voltage source. A potential very
high voltage can be achieved by using a very high Q
inductor, which can be made by using HTS
technology. The method can be developed to build a
HTS device to generate very high voltages for any
high impedance load applications.

5. Conclusions
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IDnear zero leads to an infinite circuit quality factor
Q (= rooLiR = X/R) at resonance. The nus current
I..x in the circuit at resonance is

Imax=Vm/(R~2) (21)

ad the voltage across the capacitor VCmax (nus) is

VCmax = x, Imax= (rooC)·1 [Vm/(R~2)] (22)

By assuming that the circuit resistance R is zero, the
circuit then has infinite Q at resonant frequency roo =
IN(LC) rad S-I. This leads to an infinite value of VC
perated and a very large potential current. This
device therefore is able to provide controls of both
high voltages and high currents.

HTS wire can be used to achieve the very high Q
inductor to make this method viable; on the other
hand the conventional inductor technique can not
make this method applicable. The high Q inductor is
.hIe to be realized by using (Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2Cu301O+x
Ag-clad HTS wires, which have potential capability
to make the inductor winding. This HTS wire has
high engineering critical current density J, > 104

A/cm2 for 77 K operation, high magnetic field
tolerance when lower the operational temperature,
mechanical flexibility, and long length; and can be
employed for design of the HTS inductor [3]-[5].
The HTS inductor virtually has no resistance for a
DC current operation; however loss will be
generated even at a relative low value for low
frequency AC application, which however does not
affect this application significantly [6]. The circuit
current i, which can be calculated from Vc- is
required for the design of a HTS inductor, and the
circuit di/dt is also required for the HTS inductor
design and the design of the electronic switch.

This voltage generation method can provide high
voltages at a low load current for universal high
voltage applications. When the resistance load
across the capacitor is low, the maximum build up
voltage is considerably reduced. The possible
applications in electrical engineering include partial
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